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1 The category of crossed G-sets
(1.1) Group action: Let $C_{7}$ be a finite group. By a $C_{7}$-set, we mean a set with left $C_{7}’-$
action. A $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}f$ : $Xarrow Y$ between two $C_{7}$-sets is called a $C_{\mathrm{J}}-1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}1^{\mathrm{J}}$ if it preserves
$G$-action, that is, $f(gx)=gf(x)$ for all $g\in C_{7}$ and $x\in X$ . The category of finite $C_{7}$-sets
and $G$-maps is denoted by G-set.
A monoid $S$ is called a $C_{7}$-monoid if $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}}\Gamma \mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{1^{\mathrm{J}c\tau}}$ acts on $S$ as lnolloid $1_{1}01\iota 1(1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\ln}\mathrm{s}$ :
$G\cross Sarrow S;(g, s)\mapsto.qS$ ,
$\mathit{9}^{h/\mathrm{t}}s=^{g}(s),$ $1s=s;^{\mathit{9}}(st\mathrm{I}=g_{S}$ . $g_{i},$ $\mathit{9}1=1$ for $s,$ $t\in S,$ $g_{\mathfrak{i}}h\in G$ .
After this, $G$ and $S$ always dellote a fillite $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{1)\mathrm{a}}\mathfrak{U}\mathfrak{c}1$ fillite $G_{1}- \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ .
(1.2) Crossed $G$-sets: A crossed $C_{7}$-set $X$ (over $S$ ) is a $C_{7}$-set $x\mathrm{e}(1^{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{w}}\mathrm{p}1)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}11$ a $G$-lnap
called a weight function:
$||\cdot||$ : $Xarrow S;xrightarrow||x||$ .
So $||\mathit{9}^{x||}=^{g}||X||$ for $g\in C_{7},$ $x\in X$ . If there is $11\mathrm{O}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{e}(:\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ indication, we use $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{J}^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{b}}}\cdot 01||x||$
for the weight of all $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}_{X}\in X$ . $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}$ each $s\in S$ , the $s$-component is defined by
$X[s]:=\{X\in x|||x||=s\}$ .
$\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ we have
$gX[S]=x[\mathit{9}s]$ , $g\in C\tau.s\in\prime s$.
In this paper, we study only finite crossed $C_{7}$-sets, $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ is, crossed $C_{7}$-sets in which the
underlying $G$-sets are finite sets.
(1.3) The category $\mathrm{G}- \mathrm{x}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$: A crossed $G$-map $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}1}1$ two crossed $C_{7}$-sets $X$ and
$\mathrm{Y}$ is a $C_{7}$-map $f$ : $Xarrow Y\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{i}1$ weights: $||f(x)||=||x||$ for all $x\in X$ . The set of
crossed $C_{7}$-maps of $X$ to $Y$ is denoted by
$\mathrm{x}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}c(X}\mathrm{I}’]’’)$ .
Finite crossed $G$-sets and crossed $C\mathrm{v}$-lnaps make a category
G-Xset/S.
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$\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}$ category has two kinds of products, tensol$\cdot$ $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\iota\iota \mathrm{C}:\iota$ alld Hadalnard product, which
make $\mathrm{G}_{-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ closed monoidal categories. as stated below.
(1.4) Tensor products: The tensor product of two crossed $C_{7}$-sets $X,$ $Y$ over $S$ is
$\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ by
$X\emptyset Y:=X\mathrm{x}Y$,
$g(x, y):=(_{\mathit{9}^{x}\cdot g}\prime y)$ , $||(x_{\iota}.y)||:=||x||\cdot||y||$ $(g\in c_{\tau^{t},.r}’\in X, y\in Y)$ .
$\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$ the category $\mathrm{C}_{\mathrm{T}^{- \mathrm{x}\mathrm{S}}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}(jo1\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e},\mathrm{s}$ a lIlolloidal category. The unit object $I=\{*\}$ is a
singleton with weight $||*||=1$ .
(1.5) Closeness: The monoidal category $\mathrm{C}_{\mathrm{v}-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ is closed, that is, the functor
(-) $\emptyset \mathrm{Y}:\mathrm{G}- \mathrm{x}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/Sarrow \mathrm{G}- \mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S_{l}.X\mapsto X\emptyset Y$
has a right adjoint $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{U}11\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}$ called an internal hom-functor
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathrm{Y}’$, - $)$ : $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{v}-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/lgarrow \mathrm{C}_{7-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ .
In fact, this functor is, $011$ objects, eiefille($1$ by
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(Y,$
$Z \mathrm{I}:=\prod_{s\in s}iS\}\cross\{\lambda : Yarrow Z|||\lambda(y)||=.\mathrm{s}. . ||y||\}$
,
where $\lambda$ is simply a $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{P}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}}}$} (not a $C_{7^{-\ln}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}1$ in general). The $C_{7^{- \mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11$ and the weigllt
are given by
$.(/(.\mathrm{s}, \lambda):=(.(/.9_{l}.\cdot\lambda(\prime \mathrm{I},$ $\cdot q\lambda$ $:\uparrow./\mapsto JC\lambda(\zeta j^{-1}\mathrm{t}.\text{ }\mathrm{I}$ :
$||(.\mathrm{s}_{j}.\lambda)||.--.9$ .
When $Y$ is $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t})^{\gamma}$, we $1$) $11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(l^{\prime^{r}}, Z):=I$ ( $1,11\mathrm{e}$ ullit $0\rceil$ )$\mathrm{j}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}(_{})$ .
For crossed $C_{7}$-sets $X,$ $]”.,$ $Z$ , the llat $\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ ] $y\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}(11$
$\mathrm{X}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}_{C_{\mathrm{J}}}(x\otimes Y, Z)rightarrow \mathrm{X}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}_{C_{\mathrm{J}}}(X, \mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(Y, z))$
is given by
$(f : x_{\emptyset}-Yarrow Z)$ $\mapsto$ $(xrightarrow(||x||,\hat{x} : yrightarrow f(x, y)))$ ;
$(g:Xarrow \mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(Y, Z))$ $rightarrow$ $((x, y)rightarrow g’(x)(y))$ ,
$\mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{\mathit{9}’(x})$ is defilled by $g(x)=(||x||’.g’(x))$ . $\mathrm{F}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\iota}\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{C}^{\lrcorner}},1^{\cdot}111\mathrm{O}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}_{J}.$ tlle absoci $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\backslash \prime \mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}.\gamma$ of the tensol$\cdot$
product and the uniqueness of a right $\mathrm{a}$ ($].|(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ functor to a $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{t}111}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}$ ilnplies the $\mathrm{n}.\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}:\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}T\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{h}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}$ of crossed $C_{7}$-sets:
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(X\emptyset Y, z)\cong \mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(X.,$ $\mathrm{h}_{0}\mathrm{m}(Y, Z\mathrm{I})$ ,
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(I, Z)\cong z$ .
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The first $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}$ is explicitly givell by
$(s, X\otimes Yarrow\lambda z)rightarrow(_{\mathit{8}_{\mathrm{X}}\hat{\lambda}}. : \mathrm{x}arrow \mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\}’, Z))$ ,
$\mathrm{w}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}\hat{\lambda}$ : $x-(s\cdot||X||, y(\in Y)rightarrow\lambda(.\prime \mathit{4}j, y))$ .
Similarly, the left $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{j}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{11}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}’(X$, - $)$ t,o $\mathrm{x}$ ($-/\mathrm{J}$ (-) is given $|$ ) $\mathrm{y}$
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}’(x, Z):=\prod_{s\in S}\mathrm{t}S\}\mathrm{X}\{\lambda : Xarrow Z|||\lambda(x)||=.5^{\cdot}\cdot||X||\}$
.
There is an isomorphism:
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathrm{Y}, Z)arrow \mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}’}(\sim Z\mathrm{Y},).,$ $(s, \lambda)\mapsto(s, y\mapsto||y||\cdot\lambda(?J))$
(1.6) Exponentiation: When $S$ is ($j\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}$tive, there is another illterestillg crossed $C_{\tau-}$
sets. For crossed $C_{7}$-sets $X$ and $Y$ , let $Y^{X}$ be the set $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}_{\dot{\epsilon}}\iota 11_{1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}1^{)\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}x$ to $Y$ . Then $\mathrm{Y}^{X}$
is a crossed $G$-set with $C_{7}$-action and weight as follows:
$g_{\sigma}$ : $xrightarrow g\sigma(g^{-1}x)$ ,
$||\sigma||$ $:=$
$.r.\in X\square ||\sigma(X)||$
, $\sigma\in Y^{X},$ $g\in G,$ $X\in X$ .
This functor (X, $Y$ ) $rightarrow Y^{X}$ works on copr( $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}:\mathrm{t}$ and tellsor $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}(:\mathrm{t}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}_{\ln}(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ than $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}$ .
In fact, the following natural $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ hold:
$X^{M(i\triangleleft N}$ $\cong$ $(X^{\Lambda I})\wedge’$ , $X^{\tau_{\cong}}X$
$X^{M+N}$ $\cong$ $X^{\Lambda J_{\otimes}}X^{N}$ , $X^{\emptyset}\cong I$
$(X\otimes Y)^{N}$ $\cong$ $X^{N.\Lambda}\varpi\}’r$ , $I^{N}\cong I$
(1.7) Braiding: The $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}$] $\mathrm{a}1$ category $\mathrm{G}_{-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ is $11(\{\mathfrak{j}_{)1\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{i}(1\mathrm{i}1$ in $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l},$ alld the
following $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\ln$ seelns still open:
Problem: Characterize the pair $(G, S)\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{G}_{\mathrm{X}}-\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ is $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{c}}\backslash \prime 1111\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\{,\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}$: or ]) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{g}$ .
Joyal alld Street showed that associators allcl $\mathrm{b}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}1_{\mathrm{S}}$ of a abeliall tiategoritial group
are construcited with abelian 3-cocycles ( $[.\mathrm{J}\mathrm{S}.93,$ Seej $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\backslash$).
We give two exalnples. If $S$ is abelian, thell G-xset/S is $\mathrm{s}\backslash 1\iota 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}(.$by the $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$
$C_{XY}$ : $X\overline{\psi}_{)}Yarrow Y\otimes X;(x, y)rightarrow(y_{J}.x)$ .
Furthermore, let $C_{7}^{c}$ be the $C_{7}$-set $C_{7}$ with $C_{7^{-}}’\mathrm{a}(i\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{d}$ by ($iO$ lljugatioll:
$G\cross C_{\mathrm{v}^{C}}arrow c_{7}^{C}..\cdot(\prime g, S)\mapsto g_{\mathit{8}:=gsg^{-1}}$ .
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In this case, $\mathrm{C}_{\mathrm{I}^{- \mathrm{x}\mathrm{s}}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S$ is braided by the braiding
$c_{XY}$ : $x\emptyset Yarrow l^{-}\vee$} $X_{J}.(x, y)rightarrow(||x||y, X)$ .
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$
$C1^{f}X-1$ : $X\otimes \mathrm{Y}arrow 1’-\emptyset X:(x, y)rightarrow(y, ||y||-1x)$ ,
we have $c_{YX^{-1}}\neq c_{XY}$ in gelleral, alld so $\mathrm{G}$-xset is $11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{S}_{\backslash }\mathrm{y}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}1}}’ \mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}$ : for a $1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\wedge \mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ group
$C_{7}$ .
(1.8) Duality: Assume that $S$ is a group. For a crossed $C_{7}$-set $X$ with $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}_{1}\mathrm{t}$ function $||\cdot||$ ,
the dual weight function $||x||’:=||x||^{-}1$ lnakes $X$ a new cirossed $C_{7}$-set, which we dellote
by $X^{*}$ . The crossed $C_{7}$-set $X^{*}$ is ($j$alled the dual( $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ lnore suitably the antipode) of $X$ .
(1.9) Groupoid: A $C_{7}$-monoid $S$ gives a $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}$ ) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}(C_{7}, S)r$. in whieill all object is an element
of $S$ and a lnorphisln from 8 to $t$ is a triplet $()\mathrm{f}$. the $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{C}}$) $\mathrm{r}1\iota 1(t., g., s)\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}:\mathrm{h}$ that, $f_{\text{ }}=qS$ . A crossed
$G$-set $X$ over $S$ is completely determined by the $S- \mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}$ :
$X[6^{\cdot}]:=\{_{X}\in \mathrm{x}|||x||=\cdot.s\}$ , $s\in S$ ,
$g:X\wedge[S]arrow X[^{/C}s];xrightarrow gx$ , $g\in C_{7}$ ,
that is, the assignment $s\mapsto X[s],$ $(t, g, s)\mapsto g111_{\dot{\mathrm{C}}}\iota \mathrm{k}\wedge \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ a $\mathrm{f}\iota\iota 11\mathfrak{c}j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}(\ln$ the groupoid $(C_{7}, S)$
to set.
Viewing a crossed $C_{7}$-set as a $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{U}11(j}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}$ on $(C_{\tau}, S)$ , t,he $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}(j\mathrm{f}$ . of crossed G-sets





(1.10) The category of elements: Here is $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}1^{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}!\backslash \backslash r1$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{t}}$ to $\uparrow 111\mathrm{C}\lrcorner$. ( $:(11\mathrm{t}j\mathrm{e}_{1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{t}}}$ of crossed
$C_{r}$-sets. Let
$F:G- \mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}arrow \mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$
be a contravariant functor $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln$ the category of finite $C_{7}$-sets (or another nice lnonoidal
category) to the category of finite lnonoids wlliei $1_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}}1\mathrm{a}1^{)}\mathrm{S}$ disjoint uniolB to direct $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$.
Then an element of this functor is a pair (X, $s$ ) of a fillite $G$-set $X$ alld all elelllent
$\mathit{8}\in F(X)$ . A $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\ln f$ : (X, $\mathit{8}$ ) $arrow(1^{\prime^{r}}, t)\iota)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{W}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{e}11$ elements is clerille( $1$ to be a $G$-lndp
$f$ : $Xarrow Y\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}(j\mathrm{h}$ that $F(f)(t)–s$ . $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}$ we $1_{1}\mathrm{a}$ve a category Elem( $C\tau$-set, $\Gamma^{4}$ ). $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$
category is a lnonoidal category with tensor produ($j\mathrm{t}$ :
(X, $s$ ) $\otimes(\mathrm{Y}, t):=(X\cross Y, F(\pi 1)[s]\cdot F(\pi 2)(t))$ ,
where $\pi_{i}$ is the i-th projection on $X\cross Y$ .
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(1.11) Lemma: Let $S$ be afi$71,ite$ G-rtl,orl,oid. Th($inth,\mathrm{c}^{J},\dagger\cdot c$. is an $e\mathrm{c}/uivale\gamma|,ce$ of mon.oidal
$cat_{P},go\uparrow\cdot ie\mathit{8}$ :
$G_{-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S\cong \mathrm{E}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$( $G$ -set, $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}}\zeta^{\tau}.(-,$ $s)$ ) $.$,
where $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}_{1c}$) $(-, s):c_{7}- \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}arrow \mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ is a Hom-fim$cto?\cdot\dot{\gamma_{1}}\gamma 1,$ $c7$ -set $ar1,d$ the mon.$oid$, structure
on Map$c(X, S)$ is givert by the $til(jme\mathit{7}|.t-\cdot\iota DiS\prime 2$, multiplicatior”: $(c\mathfrak{r}\cdot,/\mathit{3})(x):=\mathrm{c}x(X)\cdot\beta(x)$ .
PROOF: Easy. $\square$
One of the author would like to $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{o}}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}$ a $‘\prime 1110110\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ category ’ $\prime \mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ lldlne of
Elem($G$-set, $F$ ) after monolnial $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{t}\cdot \mathrm{t}}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{01}\mathrm{L}‘,,$ ( $\mathrm{r}$ finite $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\iota\iota 1$)$,\backslash ’$ . Ill $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{c}j}\mathrm{t}$, for the (:oll-
travariant functor $X\mapsto \mathrm{E}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{Z}}^{0_{c_{X}}*}(zX, c)$ (alld so $G/Hrightarrow\hat{H}$ , the groll) of lillear charac-
ters), we have the category ({ $\ln(1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{s}’$. and $1,1_{1(^{\lrcorner}1}.11,\subset\iota \mathrm{k}\mathrm{i}1$ its Grothendieck
ring, we have the ring $R_{+}(G)_{:}.\mathrm{t},11$($\Delta$. ring of lllollolnial $\mathfrak{c}:1$)$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}:\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S},$ $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}(:\mathrm{h}$ was $\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}}}.\mathrm{e}(1$ to $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$
explicit formula of Brauer $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\iota \mathrm{u}i\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}(11\iota 1_{1\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}111$ . We ($:\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\backslash ’\cdot \mathrm{e}1_{0}1^{\mathrm{J}}$ a theory of $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}1}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}1\iota 1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}1$
category and its Grothendieck ring which is a $1^{)\mathrm{d}}.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}$] $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{Z}}\mathrm{a}$tion of $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ theory of crossed
$G$-sets and crossed $\mathrm{B}_{\mathrm{U}\mathrm{r}11\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ rings to a limited extellt, e.g.., $\mathrm{i}11(11(j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$-restriction lnaps, the
fundamental $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n},$ $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\ln_{1)\mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot 11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$ .
(1.12) Transitive crossed $C_{7}$-sets: For a $\mathrm{s}\iota \mathrm{I}$)$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(\iota 1^{)}D$ of $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ group $G$ and an element $s$ of
$o_{s}(D)$ , the centralizer of $D$ in $S$ , the $1\iota 01\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$( $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}G$-set, $G/D\mathfrak{j}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}:\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ a crossed $C_{7}$-set
with the weight $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}11\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11||gD||:=.q_{S}$ . $\backslash l/\mathrm{e}\vee \mathrm{C}\iota_{\mathrm{e}}11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ tllis crossed $C_{7}$-set $1$ )$\mathrm{y}(G/D)_{S}$ .
A crossed $C_{7}$-set $X$ is called transitive if the $\iota 11(1\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}1\backslash \cdot \mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}(_{\mathrm{J}^{-}}^{\gamma}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}1X$ is a trallsitive C-set.
Such a trallsitive crossed $C_{7}’$-set, is $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1^{\mathrm{J}}}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}$ : t,o $(G/D)_{\mathrm{s}}.$ for;-,,ollle $D\leq G,$ $s\in C,(D)$ .
(1.13) Lemma:
(a) $(C_{7}/D)_{s}\cong(C_{7}/E)_{t}$ $\Leftrightarrow$ $D=qE(:=gEg^{-1}),$ $.\backslash =(\prime t$ $\exists g\in C_{7}$ .
(b) For a crossed $C_{7}$-set $X$ ,
$\mathrm{X}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}_{1^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{r}}c((c7/D)_{S}, X)\cong X[S]^{D}:=\{x\in X^{D}|||x||=.\mathrm{s}\}.$
,
where $X^{D}$ is the set of $D$-fixed $1$)( $\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{S}}$ of $X$ . In $1$) $\dot{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}(:\iota\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ ,
$\mathrm{x}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}_{1}\mathrm{J}_{C((}.G/1)_{\}.,$ $x)\cong X[.9\mathrm{i}(=\{x\in X|||x||=s\})$ .
(c) $\mathrm{A}_{11}\mathrm{y}$ crossed $C_{7}$-set $X$ is uniquely (1e($jo1111^{)(\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}(}\iota$ into a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\ln$ of t,ransitive crossed
G-sets.
(d)
$(G/D)S \otimes(c/E)_{t}\cong\prod_{\in DgED\backslash c/E}(G/D\cap\cdot qE)S\cdot gt$
.
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2 The quantum double of a finite group
(2.1) Definition: Let $F$ be a $(:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}1111\iota \mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{C}^{-}:1^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}_{1}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}. \mathrm{t}’\backslash /_{\mathrm{e}}(\iota_{\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{o}(,\mathrm{e}}. \rceil)\backslash \backslash \cdot F[G]1,1\mathrm{l}k^{\backslash }. \mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{c})\mathrm{t}\iota 1)\dot{\epsilon}1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I})\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}()[$
a finite group $C_{7}$ and by $F[C_{7}]^{*}$ tlle dual $\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{a}(:\mathrm{e}$ of $\Gamma[C_{7}]$ . Take a $\iota_{y\mathrm{a}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{i}.\backslash ,$ $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\cdot F[C_{\mathrm{J}}]^{*}$ to be t,he
characteristic functors $e(g)$ at $g\in G.$, that is.,
$e(g)$ : $F[c \tau]arrow\Gamma^{4};\oint\iota(\in G)\mapsto\{$
1 if $g=l_{l}$ ,
$()$ if $g\neq f\iota$ .
The quantum double of $C_{7}$ is llow defined by
$D(G):=F[G]^{*}(7)F[C_{\tau}]$ .
The multiplication is given $1$)$.\gamma$
$(e(X)\emptyset g)\cdot(e(y)\varpi ll):=e,(x)\epsilon J,(gyg^{-1})\overline{\psi}lgfi$.
The identity element is $1 \otimes 1=\sum_{\Gamma,\in c}.7e(x)\overline{V},)1$ . The ($:(111111\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}1^{)}1\mathrm{i}(j\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}\triangle$ : $D(G)arrow$
$D(G)\otimes D(G)$ , the counit $\epsilon$ : $D(G)arrow F$ , and.the $\dot{\mathrm{a}}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{1^{)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}S}}$ : $(G)arrow D(G)$ are given
as follows:
$\Delta$ :
$e(X) \emptyset grightarrow.\sum_{r\iota?)=r}(C(\tau/,)\otimes CJ)\mathrm{t}\overline{\prime,}\mathrm{J}(e(v)(7_{j}g)’.\cdot$
where the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ is taken over the all $1$) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ of $Tl_{\iota},$ $v\in C_{7}$ such that $r/v=x\cdot.$,
c- : $e(x)(7Jgarrow\{$
1 $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{1i}^{r}.=1_{J}$.
$()$ if $x\neq 1_{c}.\cdot$
$S$ : $e(x\mathrm{I}(_{\swarrow}^{-})grightarrow e(g^{-1_{X}-}g1)\overline{V}^{)},g^{-}1$ .
(2.2) Proposition: Let $C_{7}^{c}:=(G_{r}.G^{c})$ be the groupoid of which object is $ar1$, elemerrt of $G$
with homomorphisms $d,efi\gamma|,edb_{\mathrm{t}}./G- co\mathit{7}1,jugaf\text{ }ion$ . The path algebra, of the groupoid $G^{\mathrm{c}}$ over
$F$ is $i\mathit{8}O\mathit{7}no\uparrow phic$ to $D(C_{7})$ .
PROOF. In general, the path algebra $(\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r} \mathrm{e}:_{\dot{C}}\iota 1t\mathrm{c}^{s}.\mathrm{g}\mathrm{c}\}1^{\cdot})^{f}\backslash \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{J}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{a})$ $\Gamma^{d}[C]$ ($\}\{ \mathrm{a} (:\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}_{0}1\}^{\gamma}C$ is tlie
path algebra of the digraph $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\cdot \mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{i}(i11$ arrows $\mathrm{a}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}^{-\backslash }$. $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}1^{)}11\mathrm{i}.\mathrm{t}^{i},|1\mathrm{S}$ ill $C$ and of $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}(j\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\uparrow_{(}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}i\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ are
objects of $C$ . Thus $F[C]$ is a free F-llo $\mathrm{c}1_{\mathrm{U}1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}[1_{)}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{h}\prime \mathrm{I}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}(C),$ $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ set of $\ln(1^{\cdot}1^{)}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}$ ,
equipped with lnultiplicatioll
$gf:=\{$
$gf$ if cod $(f)=\mathrm{d}01\iota 1(g)$ ,
$()$ else.
(Note that $F[C]$ does not possess an identity elelnent unless $\mathrm{h}/\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}(C)$ is a finite set and $(_{\mathrm{c}}1_{1\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{t}$
equivalent two categories do not always give $\mathrm{i}.\backslash$(lIl(rphi(: pal,h $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I})\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}.$ ) $\mathrm{T}1_{1\mathrm{U}}\mathrm{S}$ the path
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algebra $F[G^{Ci}]$ is spanned by $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}(_{}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}1^{)}1\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{s}(y, g, x)$ , where $y.g.x\in C_{\mathrm{J}}$ allcl $\mathrm{z}/=Jcajg^{-}1$ . The
triple $(y,g, x)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}_{1^{)1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{S}}}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ a $111\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}$) $11\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}111g\mathrm{i}_{11}G’,$ $\mathrm{f}_{1()1\mathrm{I}}1.\prime r_{\text{ }}$ to $y.$ Tlltls $\mathrm{i}_{11}\Gamma[G’].$, we $1_{1\dot{\epsilon}1}\backslash I\mathrm{e}$
$(y_{J}.g, x)\cdot(y’\text{ }.g^{J./},\prime\prime i)=\{$ $(y,(J^{C}J^{\prime/}1)’ x)$ $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}.r,\cdot.=y/$
Hence the correspondence
$(y, g, x)$ $rightarrow$ $‘’,(x)(7)g$
gives an isomorphism between $F[C]$ and $D(G)$ . $\square$
(2.3) Corollary $([\mathrm{W}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}96, \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\ln 2.2])$ : The $cabego\uparrow.|/ofD(G\mathrm{I}$ -modules and the category
of $C_{7}^{c}$ -graded $F[G]$ -modules are $equ\prime ivale\gamma|,t$ (as monoidal $catego?\cdot ie\mathit{8}$).
3 Crossed Burnside rings
(3.1) Crossed Burnside ring $\mathrm{X}\Omega(\mathrm{G}, \mathrm{S})$ : The Crossed Burnside ring $X\Omega(C_{7}, S)$ is the
Grothendieck $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ of the category $\mathrm{G}_{-\mathrm{X}\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/S\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}_{1^{)\mathrm{e}(j}}\mathrm{t}$ to elisjoillt unions and tellsor
products, alld so $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ is, as abelian $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\iota_{1^{)},\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\uparrow_{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ ])$\backslash$ t,he $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1)}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\ln$ classes [X]
of crossed $C_{7}$-sets with relatiolls:
$[X+\}^{\nearrow][\mathrm{x}]}=+[Y]$ .
The $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{i}(:\mathrm{a}$tion is ($1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{d}$ by the $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{e}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{P}}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}1\mathfrak{c}:\mathrm{t}$ of crossed G-sets:
$[X]\cdot[Y]:=[X‘/^{-})1’’]$ .
Since any crossed $G$-set is a SUIII of $1_{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ crossed $C_{7}$-sets, $X\mathrm{t}l(c_{7}., S)$ has the fol-
lowing free $Z$-basis as all abelian $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(\iota_{1}\mathrm{J}$ :
{ $[D,$ $s]|D\leq G,$ $s\in$ Cs $(D)$ } $.$, $([D, s]:=[(G/D)_{S})])$ .
Note that
$[D, s]=[E, t]$ $\Leftrightarrow E=qD,$ $t=:/_{S}$ for $\exists g\in C_{7}$
and that
$[D, s] \cdot[E, t]=D.qE\in D\sum[D\cap gE, S\cdot t\mathit{9}]\backslash c/E^{\cdot}$
The identity elelnent is $[G, 1]$ .
The crossed Burnside ring is llot $\iota:(111111\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{1}1$ gelleral(see the llext se($:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n})}.$ lVllelI
$S=1$ , the crossed Burnside ring is the ordinary Burnside ring $\Omega(C_{7})$ , that is, the
Grothendieck ring of $C_{7}$-set with respect to the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}111\mathrm{i}_{011}\mathrm{S}$ and the Cartesian $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}i\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$.
$\mathrm{O}11$ the other hand, when $C_{7}=1_{l}.\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}^{s}\mathrm{c}}.:\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}1$ Burnside $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ is tlle sellligro\iota ll algebra $ZS$ .
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(3.2) Proposition: The rallk of $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\{\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}^{4},\mathrm{C}\lrcorner$. $\mathrm{a}1$ ) $\mathrm{C}^{\backslash [}-.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}11\mathfrak{c}’ \mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}3(\iota_{1})\mathrm{s}X\mathrm{t}1$ (G., $S$ ) is equal 1,0
$(H) \in\sum_{\zeta,(\zeta.)},,\frac{|H/H’|}{|N_{(\dot,()1}H}|c_{s},,(H)|$ ,
where $C(G)$ is the set of all $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{j}_{1}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}$($:\mathrm{y}\mathrm{t}j\mathrm{R}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}(H)$ of $\mathrm{s}\iota|$ )$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(\iota 1)\mathrm{s}H$ of $G$ alltl $H’$ denotes
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l})\mathrm{e}$ commutator subgroul of $H$ .
(3.3) Hadamard products: The ($j$rossed $\mathrm{B}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}X\mathrm{f}t(c,$ $S)1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}$ another $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}(j\mathrm{t}$
called the Hadamard product :
$[X]*[\}’-]$ $:=[x\cross_{S}Y]$ ,
so that $X\Omega(c, s)\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{s}$ a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\iota 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g},$ $\backslash ;11\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}j1_{1}$ is $\dot{\iota}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}111\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}$) $1\iota \mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}:[,$( tlle $\mathrm{G}\Gamma 01,\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{k}$
ring of the comma category $C_{7}- \mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}/|\text{\c{a}}$ , and so
$X \Omega(G, S)\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\prod_{\mathrm{s}}\cong,\cdot\zeta l(c\mathrm{J}.s\mathrm{I}(s)\in./\sim G$ ’
where (8) runs over $C$,-orbits of $S$ allcl $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(.\{)1111)01\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\Omega(G_{\beta}’)$ is l,he ordinary Burnside
ring of the stabilizer $c_{\tau_{S}}$ at $s$ .
$(_{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{i}.4)$ The Burnside ring $\Omega(C_{7}):\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}1_{}ll(G)l)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{B}\iota \mathrm{u}\cdot\iota \mathrm{L}^{\iota’},\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}1\mathrm{e}\iota\cdot \mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ ({ G. Tllell $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ triv-
ial $C_{7}$-monoid $\mathrm{h}_{0\ln(\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}1_{1}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}1}\iota\iota \mathrm{s}’|l$ : 1 $arrow S$ and $\epsilon$ : $lgarrow 1$ induce $\mathrm{t}_{!}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\backslash \mathrm{V}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{B}}1$ ring
$\mathrm{h}_{01\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$:
$’|l!$ : $\Omega(C_{7})arrow X1t(G, t))(\backslash .$, $[G/D]\mapsto[D_{I}.1]$
$\epsilon_{!}$ : $X\Omega(G, s)arrow \mathrm{f}l(G).$, $[D, \mathit{8}]rightarrow[G/D]$ .
Clearly, $\epsilon_{!^{\circ\gamma}\mathfrak{j}!}$ is all identity $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}}$ . We view $1_{}1_{1}\mathrm{t}^{4},$ $\mathrm{B}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ ring $\ddagger 1(G)$ as a subring of the
crossed Burnside $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}X\Omega(G_{:}s)1,11\Gamma \mathrm{e})\mathrm{t}\iota \mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}1,1_{1(-!}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}.|\mathrm{e}\iota:1,\mathrm{i}()\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}?7!,$ $\mathrm{a}11$([ so $X\mathrm{t}l(C\mathrm{J}, S)$ is all $\ddagger 1(G)-$
algebra and
$x \zeta l(G, ,9)=\ddagger l(G)\oplus \mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}(?\int!)$ .
(3.5) induction and restriction: $\iota^{\gamma_{\dot{\zeta}}}\mathrm{u}\cdot \mathrm{i}_{0}\mathfrak{M}$ kinds of $\mathrm{a}(1\mathrm{j}_{\mathrm{C}})\mathrm{i}_{1}11_{c}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\iota:\{,\mathrm{c}$ ) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{c}$) $1w\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{U}(j$ l,ed ill t,he
preceding section induce $1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}_{1^{)}1^{)}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}|$) $\mathrm{e}1_{\mathrm{W}(},!\mathrm{e}11$ crossed Burllside $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}1\backslash \cdot$ . For a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{1}$) of
$H$ alld a norlnal subgroup $N$ of $C_{7}$ , the functors $Ind,$ $,J\mathit{1}1d,$ $\prime 1^{r}JnCj,$ ${\rm Res}.,$ $C_{\text{ }}(\mathit{1}l,$ $O_{lb}$ , Inf, Fix
induce the following lnaplJings:
$\mathrm{i}_{\mathit{1}l}d_{H}^{c\mathrm{z}}$ : $X\Omega(H, S)arrow X\mathrm{I}l(G, s)$ ,
.ill $d_{H}^{c_{\mathrm{J}}}$ : $X\Omega(H, s)arrow X\Omega(G, s)$ ,
$\mathrm{x}.i\mathit{1}\mathit{1}d_{H}Ccr$
,
: $X\Omega(H, S)arrow X\Omega(G, S).$,
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}s_{H}$ : $X1l(G, s)arrow X\Omega(H, S)’$.
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( $.O\mathit{1}l_{H}g$ : $X\ddagger l(H, s)arrow X\zeta l(^{q}.H, s)$ ,
$CJ\mathrm{r}b^{\mathfrak{c}r}\mathfrak{c}\mathrm{r}\tau\backslash /N$ : $X\mathrm{t}l(G., S)arrow X\zeta 1(c7/N, S)$ ,
in$f_{C7}^{C_{\mathrm{z}}/N}$ : $X11(G/N, s)arrow X\Omega(G.S)’$ ’
$fi.\backslash _{c^{\mathrm{r}}}’c_{7}/N$ : $X\zeta t(G, S)arrow X\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}(G/N., S)$ .
Here, when we refer to x.jnd, $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}c_{-}\mathrm{J}111$ (lloid $s$ has 1,0 $1$ ) $\mathrm{e}(:(11111\iota \mathrm{t}\dot{\epsilon}\iota 1,\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{e}.\cdot$, and when $\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ refer to
orb, in$f$ , fix, the $C_{7^{-\ln 0}}\mathrm{n}$( $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}s1_{\mathfrak{U}\backslash }.\cdot$ t,o $1$ ) $\mathrm{e}$ fixed $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{t}\backslash \backslash ’ \mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}]_{)\backslash }.’ N$. Furt,heruiore, a $C\tau$-lnolloid
$1_{1\mathrm{O}\ln}01\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\ln\varphi$ : $S$. $arrow T$ illdtc
$\cdot$,es $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}$ lllal)s $\varphi!,$ $\varphi^{*}.,$ $\vee*’$ :
$\varphi!$ : $X\mathrm{f}l(G_{c}.S)arrow X\zeta l(G, T)$
$\varphi^{*}$ : $X$ S2 $(G, T)arrow X\Omega(G, S)$
$\varphi_{*}$ : $X\Omega(G, s)arrow X\Omega(G., \tau)$ .
Among them, $\mathrm{i}nd,$ $r\mathrm{e}S,$ coll, $o\mathrm{f}$[$)$ , $\varphi!,$ $\varphi^{*}$ are really additive $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}11101\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\ln$ because the
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}_{1}$ functors preserve (joprtclucj $1\iota \mathrm{s}(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{j}$($\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{t}$ lllions) allcl so $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{C}_{\backslash }^{\mathit{1}}},\mathrm{y}$ can extelld to
additive $\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}$ of $\mathrm{G}_{\Gamma(\mathrm{t}}1_{1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{J},\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}j\mathrm{k}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(11)\mathrm{S}$ . $\mathrm{F}\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{l},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e},$ $\mathit{1}^{\cdot}C^{\lrcorner}\mathrm{s}\cdot,$ $\varphi!$ are ring $11\mathrm{O}\ln(-$
$1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}1)\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{S}$ and $\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}O\mathit{1}\mathit{1}$ is a $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1}$) $1\iota \mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}1\iota 1$ . $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{c}$) $\backslash \iota r(^{\lrcorner}.\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r},$ $\mathrm{t},1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{U}11\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}o\mathrm{r}}l\mathrm{s}.J\mathit{1}1d,$ $\lambda’,\tau \mathit{1}\mathit{1}d,$ $\varphi_{*}\mathfrak{c}10$ llOt
$1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$ coproducts, and so it is not, ($:1\mathrm{e}\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{J}\mathrm{t},1_{1}\mathrm{a}\downarrow\mathrm{t}11\mathrm{C}_{\backslash }\lrcorner,1^{r}$ are really $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{l}$,ended 1,0 ln.aps $1$ ) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{t}^{s},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}$
crossed Burnside rings $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\backslash r\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ Hdclalllarc\dagger or $1_{}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}(11\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{S}$ . $\backslash 1^{\gamma}(^{\lrcorner},$ $1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ the existence
of the $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{S}}.i\mathit{1}1d,$x.ilcf, $\varphi_{*}\mathrm{t}$) $\backslash \cdot$ tlsillg $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ ftllclalnelltJal $\mathrm{t},11(^{\lrcorner}.0\Gamma \mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$ in the llext
section.
4 The fundamental theorem
(4.1) Ghost rings: As $1$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ , let $Gl$ ) $\mathrm{e}$ a finite $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{1^{)}}$ and $S$ a $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}G_{- \mathrm{t}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ . For any
subgroup $H$ of G., $1_{l}11\mathrm{e}$ centralizer of $H$ in $S$
$C_{e}s’(H\mathrm{I}:=\{S\in t9|^{/}|..\mathrm{b}$. $=s \forall l_{1,\in}H\}$
is a submonoid of $S$ , on which $WH:=\Lambda^{T\tau}c_{\mathrm{J}}(H)/H$ acts as $\iota \mathrm{r}1(11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}1\mathrm{a}\iota 1_{}01\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}1)\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}111\mathrm{s}$ . The
semigroup algebra $Z[S]$ of $S$ is a $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}111\mathrm{u}\{_{}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}()11$ $C7$-lllodllle with $C_{\mathrm{J}}-\mathrm{I}_{)}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}S$. Clearly, $Z[C_{\text{ }}s(H)]$
is a subring of $Z[S]$ .
The group $C_{7}$ acts as ring $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\ln(1\mathrm{p}11\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}1}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}11$ l,he ring
$\mathfrak{c}-)(c):=\prod_{H\leq\zeta i}Z[C\prime 6’(H)]$
by
$\theta=(_{s\in C\prime}\sum_{Hs()}\theta(H, s)_{S})_{H}$ $\Rightarrow$ $(i^{g}:=(, \sum_{s\in c_{\underline{\sigma}}(H)}\theta(gH^{g},s)s)_{H}$
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The $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{C}i(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{1}$ of $G$-fixed $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}1\iota 1\mathrm{e}11\downarrow_{\mathrm{L}\mathrm{O}},‘,,\iota\cdot\Theta(C_{\dot{7}})$ is called $\mathrm{t}_{}1_{1\mathrm{e}}1$. crossed ghost ring:
$X\overline{\Omega}(G, S):=(-)(G)^{C^{7}}$.
$=$ $\{(_{s\in C_{-}^{\tau}\sigma}\sum_{)(H}\theta(H, S).\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{I}lI|\theta(^{q}H_{\mathfrak{c}}.\cdot q.9)=\theta(H, s)$ $\forall g\in G\}$ .
The $H_{-\mathrm{C}} \mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}1^{)}011\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{t}\theta(H)=\sum_{\backslash }.\cdot \mathrm{O}(H, S)s\in Z[C_{H}(S)]$ of $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1_{\backslash }\backslash r\theta\in X\zeta$ }(G, S)\sim$ is fixed by $WH$ ,
and so
$X\overline{\Omega}(c, s)$ $=$ $(_{H\leq c} \prod,$ $Z[C_{6(}’\cdot H\mathrm{I}]|’\nu\cdot II\mathrm{I}^{C^{\tau}}’$
$\cong$
$(H)\in C_{J}\square z[c.‘,\mathrm{v}(H)]((_{\mathrm{r}}^{\tau})1^{}VH$
as rings, where $C(G)$ is the set of$\cdot$ G-ejollj $\iota \mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}(:)’\backslash$ classes $(H)_{\mathrm{S}}’ \mathrm{o}l\cdot \mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}1)\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}111^{)}\mathrm{s}H’ \mathrm{s}$ of $G\dot{\epsilon}1\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}$
$WH:=N_{G}(H)/H$ . Since $X\Omega(G, s\mathrm{I}11_{\dot{\zeta}})S$ a $1$ ) $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\iota:01\iota \mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}$of [D., 8], we $\}_{1\dot{\epsilon}}\iota \mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{k}\mathrm{z}X\zeta l(G, S)=1_{\dot{\zeta}}111\mathrm{k}\mathrm{z}x\overline{\underline{(})}(- G.s)$ .
(4.2) Burnside homomorphism: For each $\mathfrak{i},,\mathrm{t}\iota 1$)$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{O}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$) $H\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\cdot G$ allcl $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}$ any ($:\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ G-set
$X$ over $S$ , define
$\varphi_{H}(X):=.\sum_{\prime r\in \mathrm{Y}^{H}}||_{\mathrm{I}i}.\cdot||=\sum_{(S\in C_{\backslash }H)}.|x[.\mathrm{b}.]^{l}I|_{S}\in Z[C_{6}’\cdot(H)]^{11fI}\mathit{1}/\vee$
,
where $X^{H}:=\{x\in X|hx=x \forall f|, \in H\}$ as $\iota 1\mathrm{S}11\mathrm{a}1$ . $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}_{11(}:\mathrm{e}$ the lllap $\varphi H$ is ($j()1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ on $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}(j\mathrm{h}$
$\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\ln$ class of crossed $G’$-sets a $11$([ is addil, $\mathrm{i}\iota^{r}\mathrm{e}_{J}$. it ( $:\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}$ ext,ended to all additive $\iota\iota 1\dot{\epsilon}11^{)}$
on tlle $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{k}$ ring $X\mathrm{t}1(G., s)$ :
$\varphi_{H}$ : $X\mathrm{t}l(G., S)$ $arrow$ $Z[C \subset,\cdot(H)]|1F\int$
; [X] $arrow$
$. \sum_{r\in\lambda^{\prime H}}||_{X}||=\sum_{s\in c\backslash \cdot(H)}|x[.\mathrm{b}.]^{\mathit{1}}l|s$
.
It is easily proved that $\varphi_{H}$ is a ring $\mathrm{h}_{0}111\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}1$) $1_{1\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{S}111$ . $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ Burnside $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}- \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{h}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}$ is
now $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ by
$\varphi:=(\varphi_{H})$ : $X\mathrm{J}$ } $(G, S)arrow X\overline{\Omega}(G, s)$ .
We often write the value $\varphi H(x)\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l})\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ by $x(H)$ . ITsing $1_{}]_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ notation, we have $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ for
any $g\in G$ ,
$x(^{c’}H\mathrm{I}=:)(_{X}(H))$ ,
where we extended the actioll of $G\mathrm{o}11S$ to $\mathrm{f},11\epsilon 1$. $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}(\mathrm{t}])1^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}1ZS.$ Tlle $\mathrm{B}_{1}1\mathrm{r}1\iota \mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}(1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{h}(1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}^{-}$
morphism $\varphi$ is a ring $\mathrm{h}_{01\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathrm{r}}1$) $\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}$ .
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The $Had,ar|la?\cdot d$ product on $Z[C_{6}’\cdot(H)]$ is $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{C}^{\mathit{1}}},\mathrm{d}|$)$\mathrm{y}$
$( \sum_{s\in C.-\sigma(H)}\alpha ss)*(_{l\in C,.\backslash },’\sum_{H()}’/i_{t)}t:=\sum_{s\in c^{\tau}\backslash (H)}.C\mathrm{v}_{S}/\prime siB$.
Then the Burnside $\mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\ln\varphi$preserves also Haclalllard $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}(:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}$ .
When $S$ is a $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{V}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}1_{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}(11(\mathrm{i}(\iota$ , we $]_{1\dot{\zeta}\lambda\backslash \prime \mathrm{e}}111\mathrm{e}$ Burl.lside $110111(1\iota 1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{t}})11\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}111$
$\varphi:[X]rightarrow(|X^{H}|)_{H}$
from the classicial $\mathrm{B}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}$)$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ ring $1l(C_{7})\{,\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}}$ ghost $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}^{\overline{\zeta}}l(C_{7})$ .





where $[H, \mathit{8}]$ runs over $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}(i1_{\dot{C}}\lambda^{\backslash ;}.\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\cdot$ transitive crossed $G$-sets, tllat is., the
colllplete representatives of $c_{7^{- \mathrm{C}j}}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{j}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}:\mathrm{y}$ classes $\mathrm{t}\iota_{1)\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}(H, s)\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}H\leq G$ alld $s\in C,,\text{\c{a}}(H)$
under $C_{7}$-action $g(H, s)=(^{g}H^{g},s),$ alld $\backslash \mathrm{v}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}(WH)_{s}$ is tlle $\mathrm{S}\{_{}\mathrm{a}^{1\mathrm{i}1}$) $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ at $s\in C_{S}(H)$ in
$\mathfrak{s}\pi^{\gamma}H=Nc_{\mathrm{J}}(H)/H$. For $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}(j11H\leq G$ alld $s\in C\prime s(H),$ clefille a $1\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}}\Gamma 1\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}_{1)}$
$\psi_{H.s}$
, : $X\overline{\Omega}(G, S)$ $arrow$ $Z/|(WH)_{s}|z$
; $(_{S\in c\prime S()} \sum(i(H, s)S)H$ $rightarrow$
$nH \in(|’|/\sum_{\vee H)_{s}}\theta(\langle,t\iota\rangle H, s)$
$111()\mathrm{e}1|(\mathfrak{s}/\mathrm{T}/’ H)s|$ .
Thus we have a $1\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{P}}$ called a CFB-map aftel$\cdot$ $\mathrm{c}J\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\iota j11_{4}1^{\gamma},$ $\Gamma^{\mathrm{t}}1^{\cdot}01$ ) $\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{i}$us alld $\mathrm{B}$urnside:
$\tau/):=(\psi_{It.\backslash }.‘ \mathrm{I}$ : $X\overline{\zeta l}(G, S)arrow \mathrm{X}()\mathrm{b}_{\mathrm{S}}(G., S)$ .
(4.4) Theorem: The $f_{oll_{\mathit{0}\tau v}ic}r|,gseq\prime nen,e$ of abel$\prime ia\gamma 1,$ $g\rho\cdot oup_{\mathit{8}}i_{S}exaCt_{\text{ }}$ :
$\mathrm{O}arrow X\Omega(G, s)-^{\varphi}X\tilde{\Omega}(G, s)-^{\mathrm{t}}\tau/\mathrm{x}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{S}(G, S)arrow()$ .
The proof is $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ to tllc $011\mathrm{C}s$ of$\cdot$ $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}}0\Gamma \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{J}^{\nu}}\mathrm{B}\iota\iota \mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}(]\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}\mathrm{i}_{\mathfrak{U}}\mathrm{g}_{\mathrm{S}}$.
(4.5) Corollary: For $t_{\mathfrak{l}},voc\uparrow O\mathit{8}sCdG$-sets $X_{\mathrm{z}}.Yo\cdot|Je?\cdot S$ , the follo $’[] vi_{7\}},gstate\gamma’ e\mathit{7}$}, $tS$ are equiv-
alent:
(a) $X$ and $Y$ are isomorphic.
(b) $\varphi_{H}(X)=\varphi_{H}(Y)$ for any $Subg\uparrow^{\sim}oupH\leq G$ .
(c) $|X[\mathit{8}]H|=|Y[s]^{H}|$ for an.$yH\leq C_{7}$ and $\mathit{8}\in c_{s}(H)$ .
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(4.6) Corollary: If the $categof\cdot y$ of $C’ O^{\mathrm{s}}.\mathrm{i}:iC,\mathrm{r}J_{l}c\mathrm{v}-.\prime \mathrm{i}\prime^{j},/_{\text{ }}.sj,.\backslash l$ ) $t\tau Xid‘ it\mathit{1}_{i}$ then $t,f_{lC\mathfrak{s}\mathrm{T}\prime},’ H$-fixed point $r\cdot ir|.g$
$Z[c_{S(H})]^{W}Hi_{\mathit{8}}$ a commutative nirl,tj .
(4.7) Corollary: $L_{i}‘ t,$ $F$ be a conmzutative $f\cdot i\gamma\iota gir|,$ $\gamma vhi_{C}h|C_{7}|\cdot 1_{\Gamma}i.si_{r}r|,verf,ible$ . Then
$\Gamma\prec \mathrm{t}7J\mathrm{z}x\Omega(c.S)’\cong\prod_{J},,\Gamma 4[c,‘,\cdot(H)(H)\in C(C^{\tau})]1!\mathrm{t}^{pH}r$
.
In particulaf; $X\Omega(c, s)i.s(jo\gamma nl1\iota tat\text{ }i’)(:$ if a$r|.dorl,l’.|/ifZ[C,. \mathrm{c};(H\mathrm{I}]\mathrm{t}’\int^{H}$ is $conlnlutati\tau JCf_{\mathit{0}}f$ .
any $H\leq G$ .
(4.8) The $p$-local crossed Burnside rings: Let $44_{p}1$ ) $\mathrm{e}$ a $p$-local (1( $1\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{1}1$ of $\mathrm{c}1_{1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}}j\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}j$
$0$ with the residue field of characterisl,ic $p>()$ . $\backslash \lambda/’ \mathrm{e}$ use $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ following notai,ion:
$A_{t})x\Omega(G, s)$ $:=$ $A_{I)}(\nearrow-)\mathrm{z}x\ddagger 1(c_{r}.S)$ ;
$A_{p}X\tilde{\Omega}(G, S)$ $:=$ $(_{II\leq C}\square ,$$A_{p}[C’\backslash \iota.(H)])^{G}\tau$ ;
$A_{p}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{O}]_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{s}(G, S)$ $...=$
$: \prod_{[Tf_{:}S]}(A_{p}/|(\mathfrak{s}\eta\cdot H)_{\backslash }.|_{p}44)p$ ’
$\mathrm{w}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{e}|(WH)_{s}|_{p}$ is $\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}p$-part of $|(|/\mathrm{T}^{J}" H)_{s}|.$,
$\varphi^{(I))}:=1\emptyset\varphi$ : $A_{p}X\Omega(G, S)$ $arrow$ $\mathrm{A}_{p}X\overline{\zeta\}}(G, s)$
:. [X] $rightarrow$ $(. \sum_{\mathrm{r}\in J\backslash }||X||\prime H)_{H,}.\cdot$
$\psi^{(T^{\mathrm{J}})}$ : $A_{p}X\overline{\Omega}(G, S)$ $arrow$ $A_{p}\mathrm{X}()\iota_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{S}(G, S)$
; $(_{s\in C_{\backslash }\cdot(} \sum_{II)}.\theta(H_{J}.s)\mathrm{c}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{I}$ $\mapsto$ $(_{7\mathrm{t}H} \in(|\mathrm{c}\mathfrak{l}./I)3.,\theta\sum_{\prime}\overline{(\langle,|\iota\rangle H,s)})$ ,
where $(WH)_{s_{:}p}$ denotes a Sylow $p$-subgroup of (IT$\cdot$ $H$ ) $s$ .
We note that $\psi_{p}$ is differ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln 1_{F^{\mathfrak{l}j)}}\psi$’ in $\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$.
(4.9) Theorem: The folloiving sequence of $z4_{p}$ -modules is exact:
$0arrow A_{p}X\Omega(G, S)-^{p}\varphi^{()}AX\tilde{\Omega}(p)G,$$S\tau l|(p)arrow A_{p}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{S}(G, S)arrow()$ .
5 Idempotent formula
(5.1) M\"obius functions: $\mathrm{T}1_{1}\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{J}}$ M\"obius $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\iota\iota(:\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11\mu$ : $P\cross Parrow Z$ of a finite poset $P$ is
inductively defined by
$\mu,(x, x)=1;\mu,(X,y)=()$ if $x\not\leq y$ ;
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$. \sum_{t\leq?J}\mu(X, t)=.\sum_{\iota\geq.\gamma}\prime J(t, \tau)\mathrm{I}=$
{ $)$ if $x<’.|/\cdot$
(5.2) Proposition (Inversion formula): Let
$(i=(_{s\in}c_{s(} \sum_{)H}(i(H, .\backslash ).\backslash )\in Q‘/|\mathrm{z}X\overline{\zeta\}}(G. S)$.
Then the $inver\mathit{8}e$ image $\mathit{0}\int\theta b.\tau/1_{\mathrm{Q}}V/\varphi i.s$ given $f’.\{/$
$\frac{1}{|C_{7}|}\sum_{D\leq c\mathrm{z}}|D|(H\sum_{:}l^{A}(D, H)\theta(H, s)[DS)’ s]$ ,
where $(H, \mathit{8})?\cdot unsove’$. all $pai\dagger\cdot s$ of $H\leq G$ and $\mathcal{B}\in c,6^{\cdot}(H)$ , and $\mu$ is $lhe\Lambda f\ddot{o}biu\mathit{8}flr|.Ctio\gamma\iota$.
of the subgroup lattice of G.
(5.3) Idempotents of a Burnisde ring: Let, $\Omega(G)1)\mathrm{e}1,1_{1}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\cdot 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ ring of the finite
group $C_{7}$ . Then any $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\iota\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$) $0\{\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}t$ of $Q\cross \mathrm{z}\mathrm{f}\mathit{1}(G)$ has $1,1\iota \mathrm{C}^{x}$. $\mathrm{r}_{0\iota\cdot 1}11$
$e_{G.H}= \frac{1}{|N_{C\mathrm{r}}(H)|}\sum_{HD\leq}.|D|_{()}’ JD,$$H[G/D]$ .
If $\varphi=(\varphi_{K}):Q\otimes\Omega(C_{7})arrow Q\otimes\tilde{\Omega}(G)\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{B}_{1}\mathrm{r}11\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}1\dot{c}\iota 1).,$ $\mathrm{t}1\iota(^{\mathrm{J}}.11$
$\varphi_{K}(_{C_{G}}.H)=\{$
1 if $H\sim c_{\mathrm{J}}h’$
$()$ else.
For a $1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}}}p,$ $1\mathrm{e}1_{}Z_{(p))}|$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}p$ -local $\mathrm{i}_{11\mathrm{t}l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}$“” $a/b,$ $0\in Z,$ $b\in Z-pZ$ . $\mathrm{T}11\mathrm{c}^{4},11$ the
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\ln_{1})\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}11\mathrm{t}$ . of $Z_{(p)}(-7)\zeta l(G)1_{1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}1_{}}1n\mathrm{s}$. $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}1^{\cdot}111$
$c^{J^{/\mathrm{J}}},c,:Q$ $:=$ $\sum$ $(_{(^{\tau}.lI}’,.$ ,
$(H)\in C(G)$
$:\mathrm{O}^{\rho}(H)=Q$
where $Q$ is a $p$-perfect $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\iota$)$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}_{1)}$ of $G,$ $\mathrm{t}_{\iota}1_{1}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ , is, a $|‘;\iota 1$)$\mathrm{g}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\iota_{1)}\backslash \mathrm{v}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}j1\iota$ has no $11(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ subgro $\iota_{1^{)}}$
of index $p$ alld $O^{\mathrm{P}}(H)$ is tlle slnallest llorl\iota lal subgroul of $H$ of $\mathrm{i}_{1}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}$ a $1^{\mathrm{J}\mathrm{o}\backslash \backslash }\prime \mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ of $p$ .
Let $a$ be a G-functor over $Z_{(p)}$ . Then $z_{(p)^{(\nearrow^{-}j}}$) $\ddagger l(G)\dot{\zeta}\lambda \mathrm{C}^{\cdot}.\iota \mathrm{S}(11\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{e}:\mathrm{h}\mathrm{C}j(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l})(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}, a(H)$ , and
so we have a $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\ln_{1}$)$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$





Finally, note that if $\rho:a\cross barrow c$ is a $1^{)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{g}$ of $C_{7}$-functors, $\mathrm{t}1_{1\mathrm{e}11}\rho$ is a $\Omega(G)$ -bilinear
map.
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(5.4) Lemma ( $\mathrm{H},\mathrm{a}$nsfer theorem):Let $A$ be a $G_{-\int n\gamma 1},cto?\cdot O\mathfrak{l}$ ) $\gamma,\mathrm{J}\uparrow\cdot z_{(I)}$) $ar|,dQ$ a p-pe?fect 8ub-
$g\uparrow\cdot oup$ of G. Put $N:=N\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{I}}^{\tau(Q}$ ) and $le/,$ $\mathrm{c}^{J}.pCj.Q$ a $r\iota dc_{N.Q}^{J}\mathcal{P}$ be the $rJr\cdot i7’\iota it\prime i\cdot \mathfrak{l}$) $e’/,/f_{C}\gamma’\iota p_{\mathit{0}}f_{\text{ }}e\gamma|,t.\sigma$ of
$Z_{(p)}\otimes \mathrm{z}\Omega(c7)$ artd $z_{(p)}\not\subset r\mathrm{z}\Omega(G),$ $\uparrow(^{2},spe(jt\prime i’|\prime el’.\iota/\cdot The\gamma t,$ $/_{\text{ }}h\mathrm{r},\mathit{3}\uparrow\prime j$, is $ar1\cdot i_{9O}.nlo\prime phi_{\mathit{8}\gamma},l$ of modules:
$e_{c\cdot\Lambda^{\Gamma}}^{p_{l}}Qa(G)\cong \mathrm{t}^{J}.Qa(l)N)$ .
This isomorphism is $give\gamma|,$ $b’.\iota/$
$e_{C.Q}^{p_{X,}}\cdot arightarrow e_{\bigwedge_{:}^{r}}^{t^{)}.\prime}QNl\cdot \mathrm{e}s\mathrm{e}^{\backslash }(\mathrm{t}r)$ .
$\Gamma^{\tau}u\dagger^{*the}rmo\gamma\cdot C$ , the isornorphism $\lambda$ is commulative $?l’ithpa\uparrow’?\cdot\prime ir1,gs$ .
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